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Abstract
We describe a form of method-call interception (MCI) that allows the programmer
to superimpose extra functionality onto method calls at run-time. We provide a ref-
erence semantics and a reference implementation for corresponding language con-
structs. The setup applies to class-based, statically typed, compiled languages such
as Java. The semantics of MCI is used to direct a language implementation with
a number of valuable properties: simplicity of the implementational model and
run-time adaptation capabilities and static type safety and separate compilation
and reasonable performance. Our implementational development employs source-
code instrumentation. We start from a naive implementational model, which is
subsequently refined to optimise program execution. The implementation is as-
sessed via benchmarks.
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Figure 1: Points along the execution of a method call
1 Introduction
Method-call interception System adaptation means to modify the structure or the
behaviour of a software system. System adaptation can happen at compile time, when
the system is ‘offline’, or at run-time. In the present paper, we focus on method-call in-
terception (MCI) — by what we mean run-time adaptation for object-oriented software
systems such that method calls are subject to adaptation. That is, one superimposes ad-
ditional functionality onto method calls while the program is up and running. The
sketch of an example is this: “For a given period of time, log all instances of class
XYZ as they occur as arguments of method calls to instances of class ABC.” Function-
ality can be superimposed onto different points along the execution of a method call. In
Figure 1, we illustrate some principle points; be it in a language like Java. The shown
call departs from a method *,+ of an object - , and it invokes a method *,+/. of an object
-0. . There are distinguished points dispatch, enter and exit. The dispatch point is placed
right after the evaluation of the callee. The enter point is placed after the additional
evaluation of the method arguments, that is, when we are about to enter the body of
the called method. The exit point is placed after the execution of the method body, that
is, when we are about to exit the called method. This form of method-call interception
was initiated in [34] with focus on its semantical development. In the present paper,
we focus on semantics-directed implementation of MCI.
Run-time evolution System adaptation with MCI can ultimately be used as means
for (run-time) system evolution. There are two dimensions of evolution:
1 The decoration of method calls with functionality: Superimposed functionality
can be viewed as decorators 2  , 2  , . . . that are added to a method 3 one-by-
one. We might also deactivate, reactive, and remove decorators. We might as
well revise a decorator. These scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 2.
1 The quantification of relevant method calls: We might want to include addi-
tional calls or exclude so-far intercepted calls – maybe by relaxing or restricting
patterns for caller and callee sites. We use the term event for specifications of
relevant method calls. An evolving event is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Run-time evolution of quantification
In the present paper, we focus on adding functionality for a fixed event during run-time,
but the setup is in principle fit to perform all the aforementioned kinds of evolution.
This is because we model superimposed code blocks and events as object structures.
Language constructs for MCI The syntax of a corresponding language extension
is defined in Fig. 4. (One can for example extend the Java syntax accordingly.) The
principle language construct is an expression form “ 78:9<;>=ffi?A@B9<CD7E;GFIHKJLCDMONCPFKQffiF ”,
which allows the programmer to register additional functionality FIHKJ for future method
calls that are characterised by F%QRF . The syntactical domain FKQffiF is defined such that
events are of the following form:
JTSffiUV+XW)YffiJ5Z Wfi[\J5Z W
.
Here, JTSffiUV+TW is either ]:?^7%9`_aNbRc , or ;0MON;>= , or ;>d/?eN , while JTZffiW and JTZffiWI. denote patterns
for sites such as “ bgf^_577ihjSESlkmkn@o;>NcpC/]oqZffir ”. These are meant to constrain inter-
cepted caller and callee sites on the basis of classes, method names, and others. The
remaining expression forms b_5fAf^;>= , bg_5f^fA;0; , _a=ffisD8:@t;>MON and =ffi;07E8:fAN are trivial, but
still they are quite essential. These forms allow superimposed functionality to interact
with the method call’s context.
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Expression forms
uvxw y zzz
{}|~D/ %V/a|
uvxw
a5
uxu (Perform MCI registration)
{}EŁ> 
(Access caller object)
{}EŁ> 
(Access callee object)
{Ł>Ka~OgT
 (Access method argument)
{Kg|~O
(Access tentative result)
Events for superimposition
uxu y wg>Iwg%wg% (Point: caller  callee)
wg>y 
|OŁ>%
(After VMT dispatch)
{g5 
(Before method body)
{ X
(After method body)
Patterns for sites
wgy  (Every site)
{0 X¡I
uvxw (Object as site)
{¢RŁ0||¤£
 (Class of site)
{

g|Eg

Ł05¥£
 (... including subclasses)
{ D
¦i (Method name of site)
{%g|~O§`¨
(Site by result type)
{Ł>Ka~©g5p¨
 (Site by argument)
{
wg©ª,ª«wg (Conjunction)
{
wgfi¬V¬wg (Disjunction)
{®­
wg% (Negation)
Figure 4: Syntax for method-call interception (MCI)
In Fig. 5, we show a simple example that illustrates the MCI constructs. In lines 2–
9, we define a class DoIt with a method for the infamous factorial function. The
method body contains one method call, which happens to be a recursive call to fac it-
self. In lines 12–22, we define another class WatchItwhich superimposes a counting
action on calls of the factorial method, and invokes fac(10). This is explained in
all detail as follows. In line 13, we declare the correspondingcounter. In line 16, we
construct a DoIt object and store the object reference in myobj. In lines 17–18, we
superimpose an increment statement on counter onto method calls with myobj as
callee. The fact that all possible caller objects are acceptable is expressed by the pattern
“ ¯ ”. The callee object is specifically defined as “ CX°©±;0bgN myobj”. Since we simply
count method calls, the chosen point ]p?A79p_aNEbRc does not really matter. In lines 19–20,
we first invoke the factorial method, and then we print the counter’s value.
Aspect-oriented programming It is worth mentioning that MCI instantiates the no-
tion of aspect-oriented programming (AOP; [31, 3, 18]). For completeness’ sake, this
link can be substantiated on the basis of a correspondence between the MCI and AOP
terminology as follows:
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1 // A class used as a target for MCI
2
EŁ0||
DoIt {
3
O~D ©
int fac (int n) {
4
§²
(n > 0)
5 {
% ~X
(n * fac(n-1)); }
6
g|
7 {
% ~X
1; }
8 }
9 }
10
11 // A class hosting the superimposition
12
EŁ0||
WatchIt {
13 int counter = 0;
14
15
O~D ©´³a0
 experiment () {
16 DoIt myobj = Xgµ DoIt;
17
|~Xj %V/a|
counter = counter+1
18
a5

|OŁ%
: * ->
0 X¡IgE
myobj;
19 fac(10);
20 System.out.println(counter+" calls done.");
21 }
22 }
Figure 5: Logging invocations of the factorial function
1 In AOP for OO languages, it is a prominent kind of aspect to add functionality
to methods quite similarly to MCI. For example, the terminology of AspectJ [46,
30, 32] offers the term ‘advice’ for such additional code.
1 AOP involves a weaving process for the actual injection of advice into pre-
existing code. Weaving can occur at compile-time, run-time, and others. MCI
favours run-time weaving because it aims at run-time system adaptation.
1 AOP is based on a join-point model, which defines the points along the execution
of a program that can be possibly addressed by crosscutting concerns. MCI is
restricted to method calls, but it distinguishes some fine points along a method
call’s execution.
1 AOP also involves means of quantification for the join points to be affected by an
aspect. The AOP term ‘pointcut’ refers to a collection of join points very much
in the sense of MCI events.
1 The presented MCI constructs are very simple, and they do not require any spe-
cial abstraction form such as ‘aspects’ in AspectJ. It is not very difficult to ex-
tend MCI so that it covers further pointcut predicates or forms of advice, e.g.,
_5=RCD8pM:] advice or bg¶pC0· join points as present in AspectJ.
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Objective of the paper In the first part of the paper, we will present a concise static
and dynamic semantics of MCI in the context of class-based, statically typed, compiled
languages such as Java. In the second part of the paper, we follow a semantics-directed
approach to language implementation. We will indeed use the semantics as a guideline
for the implementation.1 We argue that a semantics-directed implementation of MCI
leads to the following combination of desirable properties:
1 Simplicity of the implementational model.
1 Run-time adaptation capabilities.
1 Static type safety.
1 Separate compilation.
1 Reasonable performance.
By “a simple model” we mean that we enable MCI by simple source-code instrumenta-
tion as opposed to load-time weaving, run-time reflection, designated virtual machines,
or just-in-time compilers. By “run-time adaptation capabilities” we mean that function-
ality can be superimposed onto a system that is already up and running. This has been
identified as crucial expressiveness for rapid prototyping [40], dynamic component co-
ordination [37], run-time system (re-) configuration [2], and others. By “static type
safety” we mean the usual formula ‘nothing can go wrong’, i.e., added functionality is
executed in a statically typed environment while there are type-safe means to interact
with the objects involved in the actual method call, namely the caller, the callee, the
arguments, and the tentative result. By “separate compilation” we mean that each class
of a program can be compiled once and for all without any kind of closed-world as-
sumption. Finally, by “reasonable performance” we mean that we get reasonably close
to static weaving approaches. So the contribution of the paper is one of synthesis.
Road-map of the paper There are four technical sections:
1 In Section 2, we present the essentials of the static and dynamic semantics of
MCI. This is meant to enable a semantics-directed approach to the implementa-
tion of MCI.
1 In Section 3, a naive implementational model for MCI is presented. The MCI
language constructs are expanded to plain Java code. Static type safety is estab-
lished prior to expansion. Superimposed code blocks and corresponding MCI
events are maintained in an object serving as MCI registry. Method calls are in-
strumented to allow for interception, and to invoke the MCI registry to this end.
The instrumented code can be processed by a Java compiler.
1An archive with our prototypical implementation of MCI together with a benchmarking environment
is available for download on the paper’s web-site: http://www.cwi.nl/˜ralf/sdmci/. The ac-
tual implementation covers a subset of Java and it implements MCI via source-code instrumentation. The
component for instrumentation is implemented in Prolog.
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1 In Section 4, several refinements of the naive implementational model are de-
scribed. These are the principles that we will use: caching to memoise MCI
inquiries, bypassing to shortcut MCI inquiries via switching logic, class-based
interception as opposed to an initially object-based scheme, laziness to avoid
unnecessary computations, and wrapping to reduce code-size increase for in-
strumentation.
1 In Section 5, we discuss benchmarks. We cover a number of variation points
for programs that use MCI (or maybe do not use it). This allows us to demon-
strate the merits of the various refinements, and to compare our approach to other
technology for system adaptation.
The remaining sections are compulsory.
1 In Section 6, related work is reviewed.
1 In Section 7, the paper is concluded.
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2 Semantics of MCI
We will now define the static and dynamic semantics of MCI. Our semantics definition
is given in the style of Natural semantics [24, 16]. In the dynamic semantics part, we
will present the dynamic semantics of the MCI constructs as well as the semantics of
MCI-enabled method calls. (For brevity, we do not discuss the dynamic semantics of
normal object-oriented constructs, which is prerequisite for MCI. The reader is referred
to [34] for such semantical issues and to [41] for an executable specification of an OO
language with MCI.) The dynamic semantics extends a normal object store to also hold
an MCI registry for the superimposed functionality and the associated events. As an
important detail of the dynamic semantics, we will need to specify a look-up operation
for superimposed functionality. This includes a predicate to test if a pattern as it occurs
as part of an MCI event ‘intercepts’ the caller or callee sites encountered at run-time. In
the rest of the section, we will describe the static semantics of the MCI constructs. This
includes provisions to guarantee the type-safe execution of superimposed functionality.
To this end, we analyse MCI events such that we can make conservative assumptions
about the context of an intercepted method call.
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2.1 Dynamic semantics of MCI constructs
We assume an expression-oriented language as opposed to a separation of expressions
and statements. That is, all kinds of constructs are expression forms, which might how-
ever involve side effects. In particular, method calls and MCI constructs are expression
forms. We assume the following, reasonably standard judgement to define the meaning
of expressions: ¸º¹»¼¹'½T¹'¾À¿
FIHKJmÁÃÂ
¹»
.
The arguments of the judgement are explained as follows:
1
¸
comprises the normal method table, but also reflective information that will be
needed for MCI, e.g., the subclassing relation or the class interfaces.
1
»
and
»
. model the store before and after evaluation. The store comprises
the objects as field-to-value mappings, and the MCI registry as a list of event-
functionality pairs. We also maintain the class of each object in the store.
1
½
is the symbolic environment binding all kinds of special identifiers to their
values. That is,
½
comprises the object reference for Ncp?A7 , but also the values for
the MCI constructs that refer to caller, callee and others.
1
¾
is the variable environment binding method arguments and local variables to
their values. (Note that we use a read-only environment. Hence, there are no
assignments to local variables, but one would define such variables in “let . . . in
. . . ” expressions.)
1
FIHKJ is the expression subject to interpretation.
1
Â is the result of expression evaluation.
In Fig. 6, the deduction rules for the MCI constructs are shown.2 We will first explain
the rule [ ÄiÅEÆ ]. The premises preprocess the MCI event, and then assemble an entry
that is added to the MCI registry. A descriptor Ç , which points to the added entry, is
the result of evaluation. (Subsequent operations can relate to the entry via the value Ç
as to enable the evolution scenarios from the introduction.) In more detail, the first two
premises of [ ÄiÅEÆ ] refer to a helper judgement for the registration-time simplification of
patterns. This judgement basically performs the following simplification:
CT°©±E;>bgNÈFIHKJÊÉ CT°©±E;0b N)-
Here, - denotes the object reference as the result of evaluating FIHJ . We use an extra
constructor CX°O±E;0b N . This simplification models that expressions inside patterns are
evaluated at registration time as opposed to repeated evaluation at inquiry time. The
2Notation for deduction rules: We use Ë>ÌÍ§ÎgÏ to denote projection for tuples. In ËÌÍ§ÎgÏ , the Ð is the index of
some component, or the unambiguous type name of it. For example, in rule [ ÑÓÒxÔ ], Ë0ÕffiÍÖKÏ and Ë>×DØÍÖKÏ mean
that we retrieve the object reference and the method name from the symbolic environment Ö via projection.
We use the notation ÙpÚÛÎÝÜßÞ to apply a mapping Ù to a value Î which results in a value Þ . We use “ à ”
to extend some domains by an undefined value. Normal meta-variables for the domains do not match with
“ à ” by convention. “Don’t care” variables, i.e., “ ”, match with all values including “ à ”.
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Figure 6: Dynamic semantics of MCI constructs
next two premises in rule [ Ä¼ÅEÆ ] construct the run-time representations of the event (cf.
 ) and the superimposed functionality (cf. ff ). In the construction of  , we simply
combine the preprocessed ingredients of an MCI event in a triple. In the construction
of ff , we annotate the superimposed expression FIHJ with the object reference fiflffi
½ 
(for Ncp?A7 ), the name fi
fiff
ffi
½ 
of the currently executing method, and the variable envi-
ronment
¾
. This makes sure that FxHKJ can be executed later at interception time in its
original registration-time environment. Also, by making available Ncp?A7 from the reg-
istration context, the superimposed functionality can share state between subsequent
executions. The last premise in rule [ Ä¼ÅEÆ ] !"" s the superimposition to the store, while
it assigns a unique descriptor Ç to it in case this superimposition needs to evolve.
The remaining deduction rules in Fig. 6 are trivial. They interpret the various constructs
for interaction with a method call’s context. In the rules, we simply look up the relevant
piece from the symbolic environment. The way we use the symbolic environment, its
structure is revealed as follows. At the top level, it is a triple #e-
¹
*,+
¹$&%'
. Here, - is
the object reference for Ncp?A7 , while *,+ is the name of the currently executing method,
and
$&%
is the environment assumed during the execution of superimposed functional-
ity. This auxiliary environment is in turn a quadruple with one component for each
construct b_5fAf^;>= , bg_5f^fA;0; , _a=ffisD8:@t;>MON and =ffi;078pfeN . During the execution of normal
code, the component
$&%
takes the form “ ( ” as we will see later in the rule for method
calls. When superimposed functionality is executed, some of these components might
be defined. At all points, at least the components for caller and callee are defined. At
the points enter and exit, the arguments of an intercepted method call are defined, too.
Only at the point exit, the component for the tentative result is defined.
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Figure 7: Dynamic semantics of MCI-enabled method calls
2.2 Dynamic semantics of MCI-enabled method calls
We are now in the position to define the meaning of method calls including the execu-
tion of superimposed functionality. In Fig. 7, we give the deduction rule for method
calls while we box all premises and parameters that relate to MCI. There are three
premises that deal with the points dispatch, enter and exit. The way the store is threaded
(cf.
»UT
,. . . ,
»WVXY
), one can clearly see how the execution of superimposed functional-
ity (if any) is interleaved with the normal steps of a method call.
In premise (1), the callee FIHKJ is evaluated resulting in an object reference - . In premise
(2), the virtual method-table look-up is performed to retrieve the relevant method body
and its formal parameters. (Class-based method look-up would need to query the
method table, whereas object-based look-up would need to query the object store.)
In premise (D), a helper judgement "aÆ Z[!\'Å] executes functionality that was superim-
posed onto this point. In the premises (3.1)–(3.n), the actual parameters are evaluated.
In premise (4), the variable environment
¾
. for the method execution is constructed by
binding actual to formal parameters. In premise (E), execution of functionality for the
^_
\
^` point commences. In premise (5), the body of the called method is executed.
Notice the symbolic environment #A-
¹
* +
¹
(
'
with - is the called object (i.e., the ob-
ject bound to Ncp?A7 ), with * + as the name of the called method. The third component
( normally specifies the environment for the execution of superimposed functionality,
which is however undefined here since we are about to execute a normal method body.
Finally, in premise (X), execution of functionality for the ^a Æ \ point commences.
This semantics suggests separate compilation because we do not assume that the method
table is adapted in any way to resemble superimposition. We rather model that super-
impositions are placed in the normal store also used for mutable objects.
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Figure 8: Dynamic semantics of superimposed functionality
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2.3 Dynamic semantics of superimposed functionality
In the interpretation of MCI-enabled method calls, we used helper judgements "aÆ Z[!\'Å] ,
^_
\
^` and ^a Æ \ executing functionality that was registered for the points. These judge-
ments are defined in Fig. 8. The three judgements only differ regarding details of envi-
ronment construction and their involvement with the tentative result of the intercepted
method call. The first premise always models look-up of functionality on the basis of
the present caller site - , *,+ and callee site -a. , *,+O. . (The basic judgement Ä¼ÅEÆfggQhi[
is discussed below.) Several pieces ff 
¹j	jj¹
ff
V
might need to be executed for a given
point. For each such fflk , a symbolic environment
½
k of the form #A-k
¹
*,+mk
¹L$&%
k
'
is con-
structed to be used for the execution of the expression part FIHKJ
k
of ffnk . The components
- k and *,+ k carry over from ff k . The auxiliary environment
$&%
k depends on the point at
hand. At the point dispatch,
$&%
takes the form #e-
¹
-5.
¹
(
¹
(
'
to reflect that only caller
and callee are defined. Both the arguments of the call and its tentative result are simply
not yet known at this point. At the points enter and exit, the arguments of the call are
also defined, but the result is defined at the point exit only. Rule [ ^a Æ \ ] clarifies how
the tentative result Â
T
can be revised through Â  , . . . , Â
V
by the execution of the pieces
FIHJ
 , . . . , FIHKJ
V
of superimposed functionality.
The basic judgement for looking up superimposed functionality is typed as follows:
Ä¼ÅRÆfgBgQhiB[ffi
¸ ¹»¼¹
JTSffiUV+XW
¹
-
¹
*,+
¹
-
.
¹
*,+
.
 
Áoffqp
Here -
¹
*,+ refer to the caller site, while -a.
¹
* +O. refer to the callee site. In Fig. 9,
we specify the judgement Ä¼ÅRÆfgg8hiB[ and a helper Æ _ \ ^>` Å ^ [\ . In the definition of
Ä¼ÅRÆfgBgQhiB[ , we express that there can be zero or more matching event-functionality
pairs for the given join point. We compute this sequence ff
p
as a list comprehension by
filtering the registry part of the store. To see if an MCI event  fits we have to check
if its patterns intercept the given sites for caller and callee. This is modelled by the
helper judgement Æ _ \ ^` Å ^ [\ . There is a deduction rule for each form of a pattern, which
describes the constraints on the sites to be intercepted. For example:
1 “ ¯ ” intercepts #e-
¹
*,+
'
for all - and *,+ .
1 “ CT°©±E;>bgNä-0. ” does not intercept #A-
¹
* +
'
if -srt -a. .
1 “ bgf^_577vu%+ ” intercepts #e-
¹
*,+
'
if - is of class u%+ .
The judgement Æ _ \ ^` Å ^ [	\ffi
¸ ¹»¼¹
-
¹
* +
¹
JTZffiW
 
involves parameters for the method table
and the store, which are needed for some forms of patterns. The deduction rules mani-
fest that some amount of type information must be available at run-time. Firstly, given
an object reference - , the premise Åw !AZLZ	ffi
»¼¹
-
 
Áxu%+ models retrieval of the class uK+
of - from the store
»
(cf. rule [ Åw !AZLZ ] etc.). Secondly, given two classes u%+ and uK+j. ,
the premise " ^ ZxÅ ^_ "! _ \ffi
¸ ¹
uK+
¹
u%+
.
 
models a test if u%+ is a descendant class of u%+ .
(in terms of the reflexive, transitive closure of the subclassing relation). We can rea-
son about result types and formal parameters of methods in a similar manner (cf. rules
[ `y^ ZiBw \ ] and [ ! `z i>Ä ^>_ \ ]). So we end up with the following, very simple reflection API:
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Figure 9: The test for interception
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1Åw !AZbZffi
»¼¹
-
 
Áu%+
1
"
^
ZIÅ
^>_
"B!
_
\ffi
¸ ¹
u%+
¹
uK+ .
 
1
`^
Ziw \ffi
¸ ¹
u%+
¹
*,+
 
Á
1
!
`z
i>Ä
^_
\ffi
¸ ¹
uK+
¹
*,+
¹
Q+
 
Á
The first member is available anyway in an object-oriented language model with type-
safe cast or instanceOf test. The other members reify the subclass relationship and the
class interfaces. This is very basic read-only reflection.
2.4 Static semantics of MCI constructs
We need to impose typing rules on the MCI constructs so that no unsafe assumptions
are made by superimposed functionality when accessing caller, callee, arguments of the
call, or its tentative result. For convenience, we define the typing judgement in a way
that it follows the same scheme as the one for interpretation. In
¸º¹»¼¹'½T¹'¾ ¿
FIHKJ Y ,
the parameters deal now with types as opposed to values in the dynamic semantics.
That is,  is the type of the expression FIHKJ ,
¸
is a table with the method signatures,
»
maps fields to types,
½
is the symbolic environment with types of NEc:?^7 , bg_TfAfA;>= , etc., and¾
is the variable environment with the types of method arguments and local variables.
Here is a well-typed and an ill-typed superimposition:
1 Consider the following superimposition:
7E8j9<;>=ffi?A@o9<CX7E;ºb_5fAf^;0;
j
SES	|ffi
 
CDMONCï]p?A79p_5NbRc<Y>¯ï[ffiAbgf^_57E7¤h:SES¼kmký@o;>NEc:C/]ßqIZ r
 
That is, each call to a method qZ r of objects of class h:SES will be intercepted, and
the callee’s method

SES	 is invoked. This superimposition is well-typed if the
interface of h:SS provides the methods qZffir and

SES	 of suitable types.
1 Consider a slightly different superimposition:
7E8j9<;>=ffi?A@o9<CX7E; bg_TfAfA;>=
j
SSffi
 
CDMONCï]p?A79p_5NbRc<Y>¯ï[ffiAbgf^_57E7¤h:SES¼kmký@o;>NEc:C/]ßqIZ r
 
According to our type system, this superimposition is ill-typed because the caller
is insufficiently constrained by “ ¯ ”. It is not established that arbitrary callers
implement methods qZffir and

SS (unless the base class would offer them).
In Fig. 10, the typing rules for all MCI constructs are shown. The rules for b_5fAf^;= ,
bg_TfAfA;0; , _a=ffisX8p@o;0MON and =ffi;078pfeN are again trivial because we only need to select the
appropriate parts of the symbolic environment. The rules [ "0Æ Z[A!\'Å] ], [ ^_ \ ^` ] and [ ^a Æ \ ]
deal with superimposition for the three different MCI points. We assume a number
of helper judgements ZL! ^
jjyj
, which are meant to determine conservative assumptions
about caller, callee, arguments of the method call, and tentative result. The rules also
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Figure 10: Static semantics of MCI constructs
state that the type of a superimposition is the symbolic environment that was also used
to check the superimposed functionality. This enables checking type safety of opera-
tions such as inclusion of extra intercepted calls or revision of the superimposed func-
tionality. (Recall the evolution scenarios from the introduction.) The three deduction
rules [ "aÆ Z[!\'Å] ], [ ^>_ \ ^>` ], [ ^a Æ \ ] only differ in the provided environment components.
At the point dispatch, the components for argument types of the method call and its
result type must be left undefined. Argument types are defined from the point enter on.
The type of the tentative result is defined at the point exit only.
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Figure 11: Conservative assumptions about caller and callee classes
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It remains to define conservative assumptions about caller, callee, etc. that can be re-
lied upon within superimposed functionality. Clearly, these assumptions have to be
extracted from the MCI events. Conservatism is meant to avoid unsafe execution of
superimposed functionality. To this end, we observe that patterns basically form con-
junctions and disjunctions over more basic forms such as constraints on class names,
subclassing relationships, method names, result types, formal parameter names and
types. So the overall idea for extracting safe assumptions from such composites is to
determine what basic constraints are promoted by the composite events. This is worked
out for caller / callee classes in Fig. 11. The definitions for safe result types and safe
formal parameters are omitted because they are very similar.
The judgement ZL! ^¤ w !AZLZ simply provides one deduction rule per form of pattern. The
form “ ¯ ” does not allow any specific assumption about a class that matches with this
pattern. Hence, we assume “ ¥ ” (i.e., the class Object in Java), which is safe be-
cause the caller or callee object will at least meet this base-class interface. The form
“ CX°©±;0bgN FxHKJ ” allows for a better assumption for the class. That is, we can determine
the type of the expression FIHJ , which is an upper bound for the run-time type of FIHJ .
The form “ bgfA_T77u%+ ” immediately suggests a good assumption for the caller / callee
class. As a kind of simple sanity check, the deduction rule comprises a premise to
check that u%+ actually denotes a known class name (cf. Åw !AZLZ	¦ a Æ ZP\PZ ). Similarly, the
form “ ]:;07Ebg;0M:]p_5MON§u%+ ” also suggests the assumption uK+ , event though at run-time, a
caller / callee object - of a subclass could be encountered. (This is well in line with
the normal subsumption principle.) For the forms “ @t;NEc:Cj]´* + ”, “ =R;07E8:fAN§ ” and
“ _5=RsD8p@o;0MON¨òQE+ ” we again resort to the conservative “ ¥ ” assumption, but we check
that the given names and types are valid. It remains to define conjunction and disjunc-
tion. In a conjunction, we always prefer the least class if there is one. So dually, in a
disjunction, we always prefer the greatest class if there is one.3
This completes the definition of the static and dynamic semantics of MCI.
3 Naive implementation of MCI
We employ source-code instrumentation for the implementation of MCI. This tech-
nique is generally suited for experiments in language design and implementation. How-
ever, it is not immediately clear whether instrumentation at compile time is sufficient
or efficient in the context of run-time adaptation as favoured by MCI. The results of our
implementational development indicate that instrumentation at compile time is indeed
a valid option. However, refinements of the naive model from this section are necessary
as discussed in the next section. We assume here that MCI is added to a class-based,
statically typed, compiled language. Source-code examples are given in Java.
3Note that these definitions do not precisely agree with the algebraic notions of least upper bound and
greatest lower bound. This is because we have a greatest element “ © ” but no natural least element. So in
both cases, it makes sense to resort to the weakest assumption “ © ” if no specific class can be established.
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Our development follows a semantics-directed approach [38, 35], but we do not assume
the strongest form of this principle where a compiler would be just a different ‘inter-
pretation’ of the dynamic semantics. Our goal is merely to preserve the link between
semantics and language implementation in so far that the essential semantical concepts
are traceable in the implementational model. This concerns these concepts: events,
superimposed functionality, MCI registry, context of a method call, look-up of super-
imposed functionality, environment construction, and reification of class interfaces.
We opt for the following formula to define an implementational model for MCI:
1 Static type safety is established at the level of the extended language — before
source-code instrumentation compiles away the MCI constructs and turns them
into plain OOP constructs. The static semantics from the previous section can be
effectively implemented as is.
1 We store event-functionality pairs in a designated object, say the MCI registry.
The execution of the superimposition construct indeed extends the MCI registry.
We instrument method calls to invoke the MCI registry, which in turn follows
the semantics of interleaving an ordinary method call with actions for look-up,
environment construction, and execution of superimposed functionality.
1 Each superimposed code block is captured in a dedicated class that also supports
a method for running the code. Thereby the code block can be passed to the
registry as an object. MCI events are represented as object structures that support
a method for the interception test.
1 When invoking the MCI registry, we pass on the caller and callee objects, and
the method arguments. Furthermore, reflective information for the correspond-
ing class names, method names, and method signatures is passed on. This infor-
mation is made available by source-code instrumentation.
We will detail this formula in the sequel where we skip the first item on static type
safety because here the semantics and the implementation truly coincide.
3.1 The MCI registry
The run-time model for MCI employs a MCI registry; see Fig. 12 for an illustration.
The registry can be invoked in the ways indicated by the incoming arrows. The code
originating from a 78:9<;>=ffi?A@B9äCX7E; expression sends an add message along with ar-
guments for the MCI event and the superimposed code block. There are designated
classes MCI event and MCI advice. The code for MCI-enabled method calls uses
methods dispatch, enter and exit to invoke the MCI registry at these points. In turn,
the registry filters its entries to determine relevant superimposed code blocks, which
are then ultimately executed. To this end, the run method of the class MCI advice is
invoked. For a reasonable run-time performance, several optimisations are mandatory
as discussed in Sec. 4.
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WatchIt
. . .
superimpose . . .
. . .
MCI registry
// Look up code
// Run code
DoIt
. . .
// method call
. . .
MCI advice
counter = counter+1
ª
run(. . . )
«
add(. . . ) ¬
dispatch(. . . )
¬
enter(. . . )
¬
exit(. . . )
Figure 12: MCI run-time model based on an MCI registry (instantiated for Fig. 5)
3.2 Instrumentation of method calls
Each method call has to be expanded into a code sequence that interleaves the actual
call with the inquiries that are sent to the MCI registry. The complete sequence also
contains several steps related to the construction of the environment for superimposed
functionality (if any). Extra provisions are needed if we want to allow the programmer
to change the arguments of the call. In Fig. 13, we present the resulting scheme of
source-code instrumentation. There are some ways to instrument method calls. The
given scheme wraps calls rather than methods. (We will discuss method wrappers
later.) The scheme is defined as a transformation rule with a redex, a context, and a
result. By the redex we mean that the scheme is applied to a method call. By the context
we mean that we are able to retrieve type-like information about the elements of the
method call. In the result section of the rule, we define the sequence of declarations
and statements that replace the original method call.
In Fig. 14, we show the instrumented factorial method for the introductory example
from Fig. 5. The actual method call is boxed and all inquiries that are sent to the MCI
registry are printed in bold face. In lines 4–7, we declare variables that are specifi-
cally needed to enable MCI of the single method call in the factorial function. In line
8, we compute the callee which trivially resolves to NEc:?^7 here because the factorial
function is recursive. In lines 9–11, we invoke the registry to handle the dispatch
point. The arguments provide all the needed details about caller and callee, namely the
object reference, the name of the method, the result type, and the method’s signature
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­ Redex:
– Method call ®&¯P°d±
&ä(
Í®*¯P°
î

±P±b±

®*¯P°
7
Ï
­ Context:
– Result type ² .
– Callee class ³
(
.
– Formal parameter names ´
(
Ì for the ®&¯&°
Ì
.
– Formal parameter types ²xÌ for the ®&¯&°
Ì
.
­ Result:
– Declare a variable µ¶®b·*¸¹ º of type ² .
– Declare a variable ³*»¹¹ ®*® of type ³
(
.
– Declare variables »µy¼ ½ of types ²xÌ .
– Assign callee expression to ³*»¹¹ ®*® .
– Invoke registry for the point dispatch with parameters for caller and callee as follows:
¾ Object references.
¾ Class name.
¾ Method name.
¾ Method signature.
– Assign the ®&¯&°
Ì
to the »µ¼
Ì
.
– Create a hash-table ®
(
´ for the arguments of the method call.
– Map the names ´
(
Ì to the values of »µ¼ Ð .
– Invoke registry for the point enter with parameters as follows:
¾ Caller and callee as for the point dispatch.
¾ Include ®
(
´ as a parameter.
– Extract updated values of »µy¼
Ì
from ®
(
´ .
– Execute µ/®L·*¸	¹ ºXÜ¿³*»¹¹ ®*®±
&)(
Í»µy¼
î

±L±P±

»µy¼
7
Ï .
– Invoke registry for the point exit with parameters as follows:
¾ Caller and callee and environment as for the point enter.
¾ Include µ¶®b·*¸¹ º as a parameter.
(The result of the inquiry is taken to be the result of the instrumented method call.)
Figure 13: Scheme for source-code instrumentation of MCI-enabled method calls
fac sig. Here, we assume that classes are instrumented to hold signatures for all
their methods. The next few lines 12–14 represent the evaluation of the method argu-
ments and the construction of the argument environment. In lines 15–18, we invoke
the registry to handle the enter point. Since the method arguments are meanwhile
known and stored in env, we also include env in the inquiry message. In line 19,
we ensure that we continue with the most up-to-date method argument for the actual
computation of the factorial because superimposed functionality might have changed
the argument. In line 20, we perform the actual method call. In lines 21–25, we invoke
the registry to handle the exit point. Here, we also pass on the tentative result from
the original method call in line 20. The remaining lines 26–29 complete the definition
of the factorial function.
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1
O~D ©
int fac (int n)
2 {
3
§²
(n > 0) {
4 int _result = 0; // tentative result
5 DoIt _callee = null; // callee
6 Hashtable _env = null; // argument environment
7 int _arg_1 = 0; // side-affected argument
8 _callee =
O|
;
9 MCI_registry.dispatch(
10
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
11 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig);
12 _arg_1 = n-1;
13 _env = new Hashtable(1,1);
14 _env.put("n",new Integer(_arg_1));
15 MCI_registry.enter(
16
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
17 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig,
18 _env);
19 _arg_1 = (_env.get("n")).intValue();
20 _result = _callee.fac(_arg_1);
21 _result = ((MCI_registry.exit(
22
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
23 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig,
24 _env,
25 _result))).intValue();
26
% ~X
(n * _result);
27 }
g|
28 {
Kg~D%
1; };
29 }
Figure 14: Java method readily instrumented for MCI
In Fig. 15, we illustrate how we provide the method signatures for the MCI imple-
mentation as required above. We basically reify method signatures.4 That is, we add
members to all classes, so that one can retrieve their method signatures. In the figure,
this is illustrated for the class DoIt which only holds one method — the factorial
method. In line 3, we declare a static hash table to hold the signature for the method
fac. Such a hash table would be needed for every method. In lines 5–8, we com-
pute the hash table by storing the type information about the single argument of the
factorial method. This is done once and for all in the class. So there is no per-object
or per-method-call overhead.
4In our implementational development, we do not make use of Java’s reflection API because some infor-
mation is not accessible anyway. We place all required reflective information explicitly in the instrumented
code. This is also highly efficient because the information is made readily available as opposed to relying on
the invocation of a reflection API.
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1
EŁ0||
DoIt {
2
3
O~D ©«|IŁ>
Hashtable _fac_sig;
4
5
|IŁ>
{
6 _fac_sig =
D µ
Hashtable(1,1);
7 _fac_sig.put("n","int");
8 }
9
10
O~D ©
int fac (int n) {
11 // see Fig. 14
12 }
13
14 }
Figure 15: Java class with signature information
1
EŁ0||
WatchIt {
2 int counter = 0;
3
4
O~D ©´³a0
 experiment () {
5 DoIt myobj = D µ DoIt;
6 MCI_aspect _aspect1 = MCI_registry.add(
7
D µ
WatchIt_advice_1(
O|
),
8
D µ
MCI_dispatch(
Xgµ
MCI_pat_all(),
9
D µ
MCI_pat_object(myobj)) );
10 fac(10);
11 System.out.println(counter+" calls done.");
12 }
13 }
Figure 16: Java representation of superimposition
3.3 Compilation of superimpositions
The 78:9<;>=ffi?A@B9äCX7E; form of expression is translated into an add message to be sent
to the MCI registry. This is shown for our running example in Fig. 16; see lines 6–9.
The MCI event is constructed as an object structure following closely the syntactical
structure of events. (To represent events or ‘pointcuts’ as compound objects is standard
practice in aspect-oriented frameworks; see, e.g., [40].) The superimposed code block
is hosted by an auxiliary class WatchIt advice 1, and so an instance of this class
is constructed for inclusion in the message. The return type of the add message is
MCI aspect. This class implements some operations for the adaptation of the MCI
registry — as needed for scenarios of evolution.
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1
EŁ0||
WatchIt_advice_1
 XI

|
MCI_advice {
2
3 // Host of the advice
4
D§³Ł
WatchIt _this;
5
6 // Constructor to be invoked by superimposition
7
O~D ©
WatchIt_advice_1 (WatchIt host) {
8
|~D/g
(); _this = host;
9 }
10
11 // Run method to be invoked by registry
12
O~D ©
Object run (Object caller,
13 Object callee,
14 Hashtable env,
15 Object result) {
16 _this.counter = _this.counter+1;
17
% ~XýT~O
;
18 }
19 }
Figure 17: Java representation of superimposed code block
The Java class WatchIt advice 1 with the superimposed code block from the
factorial example is shown in Fig. 17. The code for counting is boxed. (Instead of
placing superimposed functionality in extra classes, we could also attempt to place
methods with superimposed functionality in the class hosting the superimposition.
This, however, will make it harder for the registry to run such code in a uniform way.
This is because there might be several superimposed code blocks in one class. Alter-
natively, Java’s inner classes could be used here to make the reference to the host of
the superimposition explicit.) The class WatchIt advice 1 follows a very simple
scheme. In line 4, we declare an instance variable to keep track of the host that issues
the registration. It is a kind of virtual self reference. In lines 7–9, we declare the con-
structor for the code block. This constructor must be invoked with the Ncp?A7 reference
from the superimposition context. In lines 12–18, we declare the run method that
executes the code block on request. The run method is prepared to receive all con-
text information that might be relevant for the points dispatch, enter and exit. Hence,
there are arguments for the caller, the callee, the arguments of the call, and the tentative
result. (We could also use three variations on run instead.) Note that the Java repre-
sentation is weekly typed in that these context arguments are simply of type Object,
which is necessary for uniformity. Hence, the instrumented code will normally perform
cast operations to access caller, callee, and others. This situation clarifies the contribu-
tion of the static semantics of MCI, which is more precise with regard to the typing of
the context of an intercepted method call.
This completes the definition of the naive implementational model for MCI.
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4 Refinements of the MCI implementation
The efficiency of the source-code instrumentation approach largely depends on the
precise code template for method-call instrumentation, and on the implementation of
the MCI registry. So we need to identify the idioms that help with achieving an efficient
implementation. None of the ideas that we will discuss here are very original; several
elements of our development also occur in the rich literature on Metaobject protocols
and reflection [29, 12, 33, 15, 20, 45]. So the contribution of this section is more like
a survey on optimisation techniques. While we will focus on the optimisation of the
run-time efficiency, there is also a short discussion of the code-size issue. This is how
we structure our survey:
Caching If the same kind of inquiry is performed several times, caching or memoisa-
tion pays off. MCI look-up is obviously an expensive operation — depending on
the number of entries in the MCI registry and the structure of MCI events.
Bypassing There is a considerable overhead per method call because of the protocol
for the invocation of the MCI registry. We can radically reduce this overhead by
a switching logic to bypass MCI inquiries if possible.
Class-based interception The pattern form “ CT°©±E;0b NLFxHKJ ” basically suggests inter-
ception with an object-based precision. This challenges caching and bypassing
considerably. We can use radically more efficient class-based inquiries on the
basis of a semantics-preserving program transformation.
Laziness We can handle actions that form part of an inquiry in a lazy manner. In par-
ticular, the construction of the environment for the superimposed functionality
can be performed on demand depending on the needs of the superimposition at
hand.
Wrapping Rather than instrumenting method calls directly, one can also wrap meth-
ods. This implies that the code for instrumentation is only added once per method
and not for each method call.
We will explain these techniques now in detail. Benchmarks will follow in Sec. 5.
4.1 Caching MCI inquiries
Global cache In the most basic setting, we use a global cache maintained by the
MCI registry to speed up look-up. This run-time model is illustrated in Fig. 18. Most
notably, we assume a cache object, and all inquiries that are sent to the MCI registry
have to point out a key for caching. Then, the MCI registry looks up superimposed code
blocks from the cache using the given key. Whenever the MCI registry is changed, it
sends a reset message to the cache. This is necessary to enforce a consistent cache in
the view of run-time adaptation capabilities. The reset operation does not necessarily
need to reset the complete cache, but it can act more selectively depending on the
impact of the system adaptation at hand.
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WatchIt
. . .
superimpose . . .
. . .
MCI registry
// Look up code
// Run code
DoIt
. . .
// method call
. . .
ª ª
MCI advice
counter = counter+1
run(. . . )
MCI cache
// Look up code
reset(. . . ) lookup(key,. . . )
«
add(. . . ) ¬
dispatch( key ,. . . )
¬
enter( key ,. . . )
¬
exit( key ,. . . )
Figure 18: MCI run-time model with a global cache for the MCI registry
Naive keys Conceptually, the key needs to consist of the following components if we
want to trust the result of cache look-up without further postprocessing:
1 An MCI point (i.e., dispatch vs. enter vs. exit).
1 The caller site: object reference and method name.
1 The callee site: object reference and method name.
This structure is immediately implied by the semantic details of interception (recall
Fig. 9). One can suspect easily that such a cache turns into a bottleneck. The large
number of entries affects access time, the non-trivial structure of the keys (i.e., a 5-
tuple) alike. We will now discuss ways to improve the situation. It turns out however
that a drastic improvement can only be achieved by integrating a different technique:
we have to go for a class-based scheme of interception; to be discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Cache per MCI point Instead of treating dispatch vs. enter vs. exit as part of a 5-
tuple key, we can simply arrange for caches per point, each with a 4-tuple key then.
Distributed cache Instead of using a global cache, we can also distribute the cache
on the caller or callee objects. Then, an inquiry also involves a cache which can be
accessed via the caller / callee arguments that are part of the inquiry anyway. We can
choose between per-caller caches or per-callee caches. By a per-caller (vs. per-callee)
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cache, we mean that the cache that is associated with a given object maintains entries
that are relevant for this object when serving as a caller (vs. a callee). In either case
we get rid of another component of the key for caching. So we go from a 4-tuple to a
3-tuple. This is a major relief.
Per-caller vs. per-callee caches In theory, the per-caller and per-callee options are
symmetric. In practice, the decision matters. For example, an argument in favour of
per-callee caches is the following. MCI-like examples, as found in the AOP literature,
tend to constrain more often the callee and not the caller. Then, a per-callee cache can
easily shortcut for entries that are known to be generally applicable for all callers. This
will drastically reduce the overall number of cache entries. Per-callee caches also seem
to fit with potential virtual-machine support for MCI. That is, a method call dispatches
on the callee anyway; so it will be natural to combine the virtual method table (VMT)
look-up with MCI hashing on the callee.
Fusion and vectorisation Instead of treating the caller’s and the callee’s method
names as different components of the key, we can use a combined identifier that is
generated during source-code instrumentation. So we could go from a 3-tuple to a
2-tuple. We can also apply some form of vectorisation. That is, the method calls in
a class can all be associated with a distinguished cache. These caches would need to
be located on the caller site (because they relate to code locations of the caller). This
scheme of vectorisation resolves the method name of the caller and the callee. So we
obtain a cache with just a single component for the callee. As we see now, there are
also arguments in favour of caller-site caches. (If we later go from object-based to
class-based interception, the remaining component of the cache can be eliminated, too.
This will eliminate the need of hashing completely.)
Re-enabling garbage collection Provisions are needed to harmonise caching and
garbage collection. Firstly, the cache should not maintain proper references to caller
and callee objects because otherwise these objects are never deallocated although they
might be dead otherwise. Our actual scheme for source-code instrumentation adds an
extra object-identifier attribute to each class. This attribute rather than the object ref-
erence itself is then used in the cache to identify caller and callee objects. Another
problem concerns a distributed cache. Here, the MCI registry needs to maintain a con-
tainer with all caches for the purpose of a reset operation. This again might prevent the
caches from being garbage-collected even if the corresponding objects are effectively
dead. One can use Java’s weak references to deal with this problem (as of JDK 1.2). A
language-independent, low-level technique is to associate time stamps with all caches.
Before the MCI registry queries a cache it checks the master time stamp against the
local time stamp to establish that the cache is not outdated.
4.2 Bypassing MCI inquiries
The overhead for MCI inquiries is relatively high. In particular, method calls that are
not intercepted should preferably be executed much more directly. To see the problem,
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Figure 19: Bypassing MCI inquiries
we list all actions that are carried out even if no relevant superimposed functionality
needs to be executed in the end:
1 The method arguments must be placed in a hash table.
1 Three inquiry messages have to be constructed and sent.
1 The MCI registry or the cache is checked to be empty three times.
1 Possibly modified method arguments have to be extracted from the hash table.
Under the assumption that many or most method calls are not intercepted, this overhead
is clearly unacceptable. We use a bypassing technique to improve the situation.
Switching logic We assign a switch, i.e., a variable of the Java type short, to each
of the points dispatch, enter and exit for each method call. If we encounter a method
call for the first time, the corresponding switch will be uninitialised, and hence a proper
MCI inquiry will be performed. If superimposed functionality was found, then the
switch is set on, otherwise it is set off. If the method call is executed for the second time,
the query can be immediately bypassed if the switch is off. In Fig. 19, this scheme is
illustrated for the points dispatch, enter and exit. Bypassing can be naturally combined
with caching. This is clearly attractive because bypassing only accelerates method calls
that are known not to be intercepted whereas caching is needed to accelerate repeated
inquiries for intercepted method calls.
In Fig. 20, we illustrate this refinement of source-code instrumentation for our running
factorial example. In fact, at the same time, the code snippet illustrates the use of a
per-callee cache (see _callee._cache). The name _inquiry_0 is the generated
name for the switch variable associated with the recursive method call. The switch
statement checks if a previous initialisation had already enabled bypassing (cf. -1).
Otherwise the initialisation is performed (cf. 0), or the inquiry is performed (cf. 1).
In the branch for initialisation, it is tested if a fall through to the case for performing
the inquiry is needed, or if a bypass was attested (cf. the second break). The shown
scheme can be further optimised to only use a single switch variable for all three points
dispatch, enter and exit, and to perform only a single initialisation.
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1
|µÈ%
(this._inquiry_0) {
2
3
Ł0|
-1 : // Flag is off; so bypass inquiry
4
 OK ŁÇ
;
5
6
Ł0|
0 : // Flag needs to be initialised
7
²
((
O|
._inquiry_0 =
8 MCI_registry.test_dispatch(
9 _callee._cache,
10
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
11 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig)
12 ) != 1)
 OK ŁÇ
;
13
14
Ł0|
1 : // Flag is on; so perform inquiry
15 MCI_registry.dispatch(
16 _callee._cache,
17
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
18 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig);
19
20 };
Figure 20: Switching logic at the dispatch point
Switch consistency Extra provisions are needed to ensure consistency of the switches.
The available options are similar to what we discussed for caching. That is, one option
is that the MCI registry maintains a container with objects that support reset. Another
option is that the switching logic compares a local time stamp with a master time stamp.
4.3 Class-based interception
The pattern form “ CT°©±E;0b NiFIHKJ ”, which can be used within MCI events, clearly reveals
that the precision of interception can be object-based. That is, one can superimpose
code on a per-caller, per-callee basis. This fine-grained control implies that the keys for
caching would normally need to involve the caller and the callee. Using a distributed
cache, we were able to get rid of either the caller or the callee in the key. We can
radically optimise MCI inquiries if we sticked to class-based interception by means of
removing the CT°©±E;>bgN
j	jj
form of a site pattern. In fact, MCI-like examples, as found in
the AOP literature, tend to constrain the class but not the object. Object-based control
can still be simulated by adding conditionals to the superimposed code blocks. The
caller and callee objects could still be constrained in these conditionals by referring to
the b_5fAf^;>= and bg_5f^fA;0; descriptors. This trick can be incorporated into the compilation
scheme by means of a semantics-preserving transformation. Then, the programmer
can rely on object-based precision, which is however executed according to a more
efficient, class-based regime.
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1 ÈÉÊ	Ë&Ë MyClassA {
2 ...
3 ÌÍÎBÉÏÈÑÐ	ÒAÏÓ myMethA (...) {
4 ...
5 }
6 }
7
8 ÈÉÊ	Ë&Ë MyClassB {
9
10 ...
11
12 ÌÍÎBÉÏÈÑÐ	ÒAÏÓ myMethB1 (MyClassA A) {
13 MCI_aspect myAspect =
14 ËPÍ>ÌÔÕLÏÖ×ÌÒË&Ô myMethB2() ÒAØÙ*Ò
15 ÓBÏË&Ì>ÊÙ&ÈbÚ : *-> ÒÎÛ*ÔÈbÙ A ;
16
17 ...
18 }
19
20 ÌÍÎBÉÏÈÑÐ	ÒAÏÓ myMethB2 () {
21
22 ... // superimposed functionality
23
24 }
25 }
ÈÉÊË&Ë MyClassA { 1
... 2
ÌBÍÎÉÏÈÜÐÒÏÓ myMethA (...) { 3
... 4
} 5
} 6
7
ÈÉÊË&Ë MyClassB { 8
MyClassA myMciA = ØÍÉÉ ; 9
... 10
11
ÌBÍÎÉÏÈÜÐÒÏÓ myMethB1 (MyClassA A) { 12
MCI_aspect myAspect = 13
ËPÍÌÔÕbÏÖÝÌÒ	Ë&Ô myMethB2() ÒAØÙ&Ò 14
ÓÏË&Ì>ÊÙ&ÈbÚ : *-> descendant MyClassA ; 15
myMciA = A; 16
... 17
} 18
19
ÌBÍÎÉÏÈÜÐÒÏÓ myMethB2 () { 20
ÏÞ ( ÈÊ	ÉÉÔÔ == myMciA) { 21
... // superimposed functionality 22
} 23
} 24
} 25
Figure 21: From object-based to class-based MCI
From object-based to class-based MCI In Fig. 21, we illustrate the transformation
of an object-based superimposition so that class-based expressiveness is sufficient. In
the object-based formulation on the left, there is a class MyClassB with a superim-
position that intercepts method calls to a given object A of class MyClassA (or a
subclass of it). The superimposed code block is placed in a method myMethB2. The
class-based encoding is shown on the right of Fig. 21. The modified code fragments
are boxed. Most notably, the MCI event is modified to constrain the class of the caller,
only. Hence, we need an instance variable myMciA to keep track of the object myMciA
the calls to which are to be intercepted; see the assignment “myMciA = A;”. The su-
perimposed functionality in the method myMethB2 is wrapped by a condition to check
if the callee at hand happens to coincide with myMciA.
Caching revisited The class-based regime improves caching and hashing as follows:
1 Caches are now per-class if they were per-object before.
1 The size of the cache is bound by the number of method calls in the source code.
1 Cache hits are more likely because of the decreased cache precision.
1 Vectorisation can be used to eliminate hashing completely as discussed in Sec. 4.1.
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1
|µÈ%
(this._inquiry_0) {
2
3
Ł0|
-1 : // Flag is off; so bypass inquiry
4
 OK ŁÇ
;
5
6
Ł0|
0 : // Flag needs to be initialised
7
²
((this._inquiry_0 =
8 MCI_registry.test_enter(
9 _callee._cache,
10
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
11 _callee,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig)
12 ) < 1)
 OK ŁÇ
;
13
14
Ł0|
1 : // Variable environment needed
15 _arg_1 = n-1;
16 _env = new Hashtable(1,1);
17 _env.put("n",new Integer(_arg_1));
18 MCI_registry.enter(
19 _callee._cache,
20
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
21 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig,
22 _env);
23 _arg_1 = (_env.get("n")).intValue();
24
 OK ŁÇ
;
25
26
Ł0|
2 : // Variable environment not needed
27 MCI_registry.enter(
28 _callee._cache,
29
O|
,"fac","integer",
O|
._fac_sig,
30 _callee,"fac","integer",_callee._fac_sig,
31 _env);
32 }
Figure 22: On-demand environment construction
4.4 Lazy MCI inquiries
So far, we applied the scheme of source-code instrumentation for method calls (re-
call Fig. 13) in an eager manner. That is, all actions of the instrumented method call
were meant to be executed in the given order. One can now think of applying this
scheme more lazily. In particular, a simple investigation reveals that the construc-
tion of the argument environment before an inquiry and the extraction of the possibly
adapted arguments after the inquiry are very expensive. Construction only has to be
performed if the superimposed functionality (if any) reads the arguments. Extraction
is only needed in case the superimposed functionality (if any) modifies arguments. We
use a refined switching logic to get to know from the registry if construction and ex-
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traction are needed. This is illustrated in Fig. 22. For simplicity, we only consider
the cases that both construction and extraction are performed, or neither of them. The
figure shows the switch statement that handles the point enter. A four-valued logic is
assumed now where an additional case 2 leaves out the argument treatment.
4.5 Method wrappers
Our initial approach instruments each and every method call in the source code. The
three points per method call require separate flags, switching logic, and others. Rather
than instrumenting method calls directly, one can also wrap methods. Method calls are
then trivially instrumented by calling the wrapper instead of the wrapped method itself.
As a consequence, the code for instrumentation is only added once per method, which
implies that the increase of code size will be reduced. A few more considerations are
required to obtain a faithful model of method wrapping:
1 We would like to ensure that all patterns for MCI events can still be used. This
implies that the caller object needs to be passed to the method wrapper (unless
we attempted to use low-level techniques for accessing the call stack).
1 Using just a single wrapper for each method, we cannot support the point dis-
patch because the arguments will already be evaluated when control reaches the
wrapper. One can however provide an extra wrapper per method just for the
point dispatch. In this case, the instrumented method call will first call the extra
wrapper, and then proceed with the normal method wrapper. This will increase
code size only very little.
1 When the switching logic was still associated with calls, this implied that the
switches were specific to calls indeed. Now that the switching logic moves to the
called methods, we either have to keep the variables for the switches on the caller
site, or we adapt the switching logic to switch per called method instead. This is
done in our implementation, which is defendable on the basis of the assumption
that MCI events tend to be more concerned with callee than with caller sites.
This completes the discussion of refinements of the naive implementation of MCI.
5 Benchmarks for the MCI implementation
We will now assess our models by means of benchmarks.
These are the main questions that we want to address.
1 What is the distributed fat for MCI?5
1 Is there a prime model that can be clearly favoured over all other models?
5In general, the term ‘distributed fat’ stands for the run-time overhead caused by a language construct
even if it is not used in an actual program. A prototypical example is multiple inheritance in a language like
C++. The run-time efficiency of late binding slightly degrades if multiple inheritance is anticipated. Because
of separate compilation it does not matter whether the program happens to use multiple inheritance or not.
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1 How does a method call slow down in various MCI scenarios?
1 What are the contributions to run-time overhead?
1 How does source-code instrumentation affect code size?
1 How do the MCI models compare to static weaving approaches?
1 How do the MCI models compare to other dynamic weaving approaches?
Other reports on the implementation of related constructs, most notably aspect-oriented
expressiveness, tend to discuss such questions as well [9, 40, 7, 39]. Before we discuss
our specific benchmarks, we will first characterise the benchmarking environment, and
the variation points in programming with MCI.
The benchmarking environment All benchmarks are performed on an architecture
with a Celeron 1100 Mhz with 384 MB RAM and running Linux with a 2.4.20 kernel,
SuSE-Linux 8.2, and Java 1.4.2; more precisely: Java(TM) 2 Runtime Environment,
Standard Edition (build 1.4.2-b28) Java HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.4.2-b28, in-
terpreted mode).
Variation points One way to measure performance of an MCI language implemen-
tation is to use some ‘typical’ programs that involve MCI. At this stage, there are not
many programs available that are written in the style supported by the MCI approach,
but we could try to find some typical programs in the AOP context, and maybe adapt
them. We have decided to opt for a complementary approach instead: we measure the
performance by exploring the variation points for MCI code. Here is an inventory of
natural variation points, which are explored in the sequel to some extent:
1. Number of classes, methods, method calls.
2. Number of superimpositions.
3. Complexity of MCI events.
4. Ratio intercepted to non-intercepted calls.
5. Ratio method calls to remaining program actions.
6. Ratio superimposed code to base code.
7. Relevance of caller/callee for a given superimposition.
8. Relevance of environment for a given MCI superimposition.
9. Class-based vs. object-based interception.
10. Frequency of the same method call.
11. Update frequency for MCI registry.
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Figure 23: First execution without interception
5.1 Prime MCI model
Given the naive model and the various proposals for refinement, we want to identify
a prime model. Note that some optimisations can be used jointly, which increases the
number of options to consider. We identified the following ‘interesting’ models:
naive the naive model as of Sec. 3.
global cache as of Sec. 4.1.
distributed cache as of Sec. 4.1.
switches for bypassing as of Sec. 4.2.
combination distributed cache + bypassing.
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Figure 24: First execution with interception
class-based MCI as of Sec. 4.3 + distributed cache + bypassing.
wrapper class-based model with callee-site wrapper methods as of Sec. 4.5.
Our measurements are based on the following rationale:
1 To illustrate the virtue of caching and bypassing, we distinguish two cases as
follows: a) an observed method call is executed for the first time; b) a repeated
execution is encountered.
1 To address the issue of distributed fat, we distinguish two cases as follows: a
given method call happens to be intercepted or not. (One would wish that nonin-
tercepted calls are executed with very little overhead. For intercepted calls, some
overhead would be acceptable if we assume that, in a complex software system,
most method calls are not intercepted.)
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Figure 25: Repeated execution without interception
1 To demonstrate the impact of the MCI registry’s size. we vary the number of
entries in the MCI registry; we use the range 0, . . . , 120.
1 Initially, we favour micro measurements, i.e., we want to measure costs of a sin-
gle method call. We will later see benchmarks for complete program executions.
The benchmark results are listed in Fig. 23 through Fig. 26. (For the sake of the com-
parison of MCI with another run-time adaptation approach, we also include PROSE
(as of [40]) in some of the figures, but we will talk about this comparison later.) We
can draw the following conclusions from this data:
1 The moment to pay for MCI is really when a method call is performed for the
first time. This is because the MCI look-up happens precisely then. To see the
overhead, we look at Fig. 23 (and maybe at Fig. 24, too). We note that the cost
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Figure 26: Repeated execution with interception
for a plain method call in Java is 0.4 ß s. Then, for an empty registry, the MCI-
enabled method call for the naive model is a factor 4 slower than in plain Java.
1 All our optimisations cannot help in any way with the first execution of a method
call. In fact, the optimised models in Fig. 23 (and Fig. 24) are slightly slower
than the naive model because of the extra logic. We should emphasise that, in
the class-based model, the overhead for the first execution will only be paid once
per method call in the source code.
1 The overhead for the first execution is largely independent of the fact if the
method is intercepted or not because all MCI registry entries need to be scanned
anyway. We can see this by comparing Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 for the small numbers
of registered entries. The above factor 4 increases linearly with the number of
MCI entries to be checked.
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Figure 27: Comparison with other technology
1 The virtue of our optimisation techniques becomes apparent when we start to
assess the figures for repeated execution. According to Fig. 25, a nonintercepted
call is only a factor 2.5 slower than in plain Java — at least for some MCI models.
This is mainly achieved by the bypassing technique. In fact, we see that all
models that do not attempt bypassing are hard to defend.
1 According to Fig. 26, an intercepted call is at least by a factor 11.5 slower than a
plain Java call. Caching becomes important with an increasing number of entries
in the MCI registry.
We decide to declare the class-based model as the winner, but the wrapper model
is another candidate because of the reduced code-size increase that can be expected
from it. In terms of run times, it is very close to the class-based model. In fact, the
wrapper model is sometimes faster than the class-based model because the initialisation
of switches does not look at the caller pattern of an MCI event. This loss of precision
could be problematic for some MCI programs however.
5.2 Comparison with static weaving technology
From an AOP perspective, MCI provides expressiveness for dynamic weaving — even
though the source code is generally prepared during compile time. Dynamic weaving
is potentially less efficient than static weaving for obvious reasons. To measure this
in some way, we compare our approach with AspectJ [46] and JMangler [6]. AspectJ
is a true compile-time weaving approach, while JMangler is a load-time approach.
(We removed the load-time overhead in our measurements to only show times for the
actual execution of weaved programs.) For our measurements we use AspectJ 1.0.6
and JMangler 2.0. The approaches are compared in Fig. 27 using a sorting program
with a superimposition for counting all method calls as a benchmark. A list with 1000
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Figure 28: Code size
elements is sorted in terms of 504503 method calls. The diagram suggests that our
prime MCI model is factor 3 slower than AspectJ. This is a kind of worst-case scenario
because all calls are intercepted. We did not run arbitrary Java or AspectJ benchmark
suites because our implementation does not cover full Java, neither does the present
form of MCI cover full AspectJ.
5.3 Comparison with dynamic weaving technology
In the static arena, there are several further candidates that could be integrated in our
comparison, but we view AspectJ and JMangler as sufficiently indicative here. In the
dynamic arena, there are few candidates that could easily be compared with MCI. For
example, there is JAC [36, 13] whose run-time adaptation capabilities are however
rather limited. We have compared MCI with PROSE as of [40], which employs the
Java Virtual Machine Debugger Interface for run-time weaving. For our measurements
we used PROSE 0.17.1-beta. (We must mention that there is a recent implementation
of PROSE which uses a completely different architecture. It is based on the Jikes VM;
see related work on native support.) The comparison prime MCI model vs. PROSE
provides the following facts:
1 For the sorting benchmark, PROSE exhibits a factor 570 slow-down compared
to the prime MCI model.
1 The micro measurements for intercepted method calls suggest a smaller but still
considerable factor 200; see Fig. 24 and Fig. 26. PROSE seems to be stressed by
larger number of objects and calls.
1 PROSE does not imply any overhead for nonintercepted method calls. In fact,
the PROSE data in Fig. 23 and Fig. 25 are equivalent to plain Java method calls.
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Figure 29: Method call chart
5.4 Size of instrumented code
The increase in code size due to instrumentation, though linear, is considerable; see
Fig. 28. Depending on the model, we might have a factor 3.5 increase for class files
and a factor 6 increase for source files. Obviously, the more advanced a model, the
higher the code increase. The achievement of method wrapping is quite visible in
Fig. 28. That is, the amount of code sharing achieved by wrapping methods cuts the
code size by half. This holds despite the fact that the present wrapping model builds
on top of the class-based model which subsumes caching and bypassing. (We should
mention that the present wrapper models ignores the caller in its switching logic, but
this can be neglected as for code size.) Regarding further decrease of code size, one
could attempt to share code even between wrappers of different methods or classes.
5.5 Method call chart
In Fig. 29, we analyse the ingredients of the factor for slowing down method calls. To
this end, we determine the contributing factors for the various steps involved in an MCI
inquiry according to our scheme of source-code instrumentation. We consider a single
intercepted method call with one argument of type int. The body of this method and
the superimposed code block are NO-OPs. The first beam is about the plain method call
and the switching logic but pre-initialised to skip all inquiries. (This is comparable to
the repeated encounter of a method call where bypassing of MCI inquiries is applicable.
This is as fast as we can get with MCI.) The next beam adds the initialisation of the
switches at the enter point. The next beam shows the time spent on constructing the
environment with one argument. Then, registry look-up is added, and so on. In the
diagram, we did not apply on-demand environment construction. Thereby, we clearly
illustrate the costs of environment construction. This cost can be eliminated whenever
the superimposed functionality does not access the arguments; recall Sec. 4.4.
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This completes the discussion of benchmarks for the implementation of MCI.
6 Related work
Superimpositions for distributed systems Our notion of superimposition of func-
tionality onto method calls is inspired by superimposition as defined elsewhere for
distributed systems of communicating processes [11, 25, 8, 42], say for parallel pro-
gram design. This link is also explainable with reference to Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming (AOP). Just as in AOP, a superimposition for distributed systems is orthogonal to
the usual breakdown of modules. A typical example of a superimposition is repeated
checking of whether deadlock has occurred within a system of processes. In [26], Katz
and Gil argue that AOP language design and formal foundations could benefit from the
body of knowledge about superimposition for distributed systems. In a way, our oper-
ational semantics substantiates this link: the semantics describes quite explicitly how
the execution of normal method calls is ‘interleaved’ with added functionality at dis-
tinguished join points. This is just as in a distributed system, where the superimposed
actions are interleaved with the normal execution of the processes, which communicate
via channels (as opposed to message sends).
Formal models of aspect-oriented programming MCI contributes to the founda-
tions of run-time evolution and AOP while staying close to normal OO languages.
There are other contributions to the AOP foundations, which do not directly relate
to an object-oriented base language [5, 17]. The model by Douence, Motelet and
Su¨dholt [17] can be seen as an abstract, more language-independent form of inter-
ception / superimposition facilities. The model is based on execution monitors for the
events corresponding to the points of interest along the execution of a program. Points
of interest that relate to one another (in the sense of an aspect) are denoted by pat-
terns of events to be matched. In [44], Wand et al. address the semantics of specific
expressiveness in the Java-based AOP language AspectJ, namely dynamic join points.
Still this semantics is not built on top of an object-oriented base semantics, and is-
sues of static typing are not addressed. There is a large body of related work on the
foundations of reflection. Notions similar to MCI and corresponding idioms for imple-
mentation were studied in the context of Dalang / Kava [45], but without considering a
designated operational semantics for higher-level constructs like MCI.
Component adaptation and evolution MCI provides means for run-time system
adaptation that appeal to the obliviousness and quantification principles of AOP as
identified by Filman and Friedman [19]. There is a considerable body of work on
other forms of system adaptation that are more related to anticipated evolution along
explicit join points, e.g., the work by Andrade, Bosch, Fiadeiro [10, 4, 21]. That is, ex-
tra functionality is superimposed onto interfaces of otherwise black-box components
while enumerating ‘connectors’ one-by-one. Some concrete forms of such adaptation
scenarios are generalised adaptors (in the sense of the design pattern of this name),
generalised wrappers, and superimposition in the sense configurable architectural con-
nectors. All this work depends on special object models, generative tool support and
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use of design patterns for deployment, whereas our form of MCI is ready for tight
integration with OO base languages. There are several characteristics of the above-
mentioned work that propose important extensions of MCI, e.g., the use of guards,
or pre- and postconditions for a model of evolution. Also, MCI could maybe cover
forms of adaptation that affect interfaces. Finally, superimpositions that require the
coordination of multiple partners will be a challenging generalisation of MCI.
Metaobject protocol Our aspiration regarding the semantical and implementational
development of MCI is to substantiate the status of MCI to be regarded as an immediate
language construct. In a language with a Metaobject protocol (MOP; [29, 28]), say full
reflection as opposed to Java’s ‘read-only’ reflection, MCI can be accomplished as a
higher layer on top of the MOP. For example, this is evident in the Smalltalk-based
framework AspectS by Hirschfeld [22]. A style of reflective programming that leads
to efficient and type-safe programs while still being sufficiently flexible is an ongoing
research theme [12, 33, 45]. The composition filter approach to AOP by Aksit et al. [3]
also relies on a general form of reflection. Composition filters provide a higher layer
such that object interactions can be reified, matched and filtered in various ways. Our
form of MCI is strictly more restrictive.
Technology for instrumentation Source-code instrumentation can be realised using
means for compile-time reflection — as supported by Shiba’s et al. OpenJava [43].
The corresponding transformation rule is then encoded as reflective code on method
bodies (for either wrapping method calls or entire bodies of callees). We have ex-
perimented with OpenJava to an extent that we are confident regarding its suitability
for an implementation of MCI that covers full Java. Instead of instrumenting source
code, one can also consider byte-code engineering as supported by JMangler, BCA, or
Javassist [6, 27, 14]. Byte-code transformation can either happen at class-load time, or
offline. Java’s byte code does not provide all the information from the source code, in
particular the names of method parameters are missing. Hence, the corresponding MCI
pattern cannot be supported like this. Byte-code transformation is not very convenient
for expressing the non-trivial transformation rule for instrumentation, which involves
helper variables and others. Additional opportunities arise from using technology for
replacing (Java) classes at run-time of an application — as addressed by Gustavsson’s
et al. JDrums [23]. Then, the instrumentation can be delayed, or superimposition can
be performed on-the-fly.
Method wrappers Baker’s and Hsieh’s Handi-Wrap [9] provides a particular im-
plementation of method wrapping in Java, which is similarly related to AOP as our
approach. While we instrument calls to query the registry, Handi-Wrap installs (possi-
bly cascaded) method wrappers in a designated field on the callee site. These fields are
filled at weaving time, and each method body uses a simple scheme to iterate over the
wrappers. This approach requires loading classes from the class-path when an aspect
is added. The Handi-Wrap paper provides a general overview on wrapping techniques.
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Native support We think that the ultimate approach to run-time system adaptation
would indeed be complemented by native run-time support either at the level of a vir-
tual machine (VM) or a just-in-time (JIT) compiler. A promising approach is reported
in [39] by Popovici, Alonso and Gross. JIT compilation and the Jikes VM are employed
in this case to construct a new version of the aspect-oriented framework PROSE. Com-
pared to the original version, which relied on the JVM Debugger Interface [40], the
new version achieves a performance improvement by a factor 16–151.
7 Concluding remarks
We have presented simple constructs for the run-time adaptation of object-oriented
programs by means of method-call interception (MCI). We have described the static
and dynamic semantics of MCI. We have reported in detail on a semantics-directed
approach to language implementation, where we use source-code instrumentation to
compile away MCI constructs. This approach applies to statically typed, class-based,
compiled languages such as Java. The given implementation maintains static type
safety and separate compilation. In terms of efficiency, the approach gets close to static
weaving approaches while providing the added value of run-time adaptation capabil-
ities. We share the widely established experience that source-code instrumentation is
quite convenient for the exploration of new language constructs — when compared
to the ultimate design of accordingly enhanced virtual machines or just-in-time com-
pilers. Our development pinpointed refinements of a naive implementational model
on the basis of variation points for OO code that involves MCI. We have used bench-
marks to demonstrate the overall performance of the MCI models and the benefits of
the refinements.
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